OFFICE ORDER NO: 189/2020-PPC

Consequent upon her selection to the post of Assistant Section Officer in Pay Band – 2 i.e. 9300-34800 + grade pay of Rs.4600/- (pre-revised) and Level 7 of 7th CPC Pay Matrix on deputation basis in Prasar Bharati, initially for a period of three years, or till filling up of the post on regular basis, whichever is earlier, vide Prasar Bharati’s offer letter no. A-10013/1/2016-PPC(Vol.II) dated 03.06.2020 Ms. Anju Kilhore, UDC, after being relieved on 30.06.2020 (A.N.) from the O/o ADG(E)(NZ)(AIR & DD) Jamnagar House, has reported for duty at Prasar Bharati Secretariat on 01.07.2020 (F.N.).

2. Upon her joining, Ms. Anju Kilhore, is posted at DG:DD and she will draw her pay & allowances from DG:DD against the sanctioned post of ASO.

3. This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.

To,

1. Officer concerned.
2. DDG(Admin.), DG:DDn.
3. Sh. B.S. Joshi, DDG(E) for ADG(E) (NZ) O/o ADG(E), AIR & DD, Jamnagar House with the request to forward the LPC and Service Book of Ms. Anju Kilhore, DG:DDn (S-II), under intimation to PB Secretariat.
4. Dr. Sanjay Kumar, DD(A), S-II Section, DG:DDn, alongwith a copy of the offer of appointment, relieving order and terms and conditions of appointment of Ms. Anju Kilhore.
5. DDG(T) with the request that the order may be got uploaded in PB Website.
6. Office orders folder.

(ALOK KUMAR SHARMA)
DIRECTOR (PERS)
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